EXTENSION OF EXHIBITIONS

The entire Intimissimo cycle of exhibitions has been extended
JOSEF BOLF | ALENA KUPČÍKOVÁ | ROMAN TÝC | MIRIAM SCHWACK ZTOHOVEN | BERNADETTE HUBER | PAUL
HORN & HARALD HUND | DANIEL AMIN ZAMAN
till 28th October daily from 10:00 to 18:00
Large solo-exhibitions by Czech and Austrian artists and presentations of art videos and installations can be viewed in the halls of
the former town brewery (over an area of more than 3 000 square meters) daily between 10 am and 6 pm until Monday, 28th
October 2013.
"The impressive, serious and humorous observations of Czech and Austrian artists on intimacy give an intimate glimpse into
everyday life, into the recesses of human souls. By using a variety of artistic media they expose visitors to various human secrets,"
says Hana Jirmusová Lazarowitz, Director of the Egon Schiele Art Centrum.
Another solo exhibition in the historical complex of buildings is the permanent yet ever-changing exhibition on the life and work of
EGON SCHIELE - original graphics and unique exhibits from his personal estate, including original furniture, an extensive collection
of family photos, genealogical studies of Schiele‘s ancestors and a cartographic representation of his Krumlov motifs. Notable
exhibits are examples of the work of Schiele's closest friends (Gustav Klimt, Anton Peschka, Erwin Osen etc.)
Another interesting solo exhibition consists of a presentation of the TWENTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF THE CENTRE, containing
posters from all previous exhibitions, as well as examples of the original works from the museim‘s own collection, including works
made in the studios of the Egon Schiele Art Centrum.
Open daily until Monday, 28.10 (inclusive).
Follow our website www.schieleartcentrum.cz and find us on Facebook!
Egon Schiele Art Centrum
Wide 71, 381 01 Czech Krumlov
tel: + 420 380 704 011
office@schieleartcentrum.cz

Z expozice Egona Schieleho

Josef Bolf: Inventář před zmizením
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Alena Kupčíková: Rub a líc

Roman Týc: 3 Kila osudu

Miriam Schwack: Analýza

